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Understanding the role of sediment-water interactions in the oceanic cycling of neodymium (Nd) isotopes is
essential for its reliable use as a modern and palaeoceanographic tracer of ocean circulation. However, the exact
processes that control Nd cycling in the ocean are poorly defined and require an up-to-date knowledge of the
sources, sinks and transformation of this tracer to and within the ocean (e.g. as per the GEOTRACES core
mission). We propose a considerable improvement of Nd-source identification by providing an extensive and upto-date compilation of published terrestrial and marine sedimentary Nd isotopic measurements. From this
database, we construct high resolution, gridded, global maps that characterise the Nd-isotopic signature of the
continental margins and seafloor sediment. Here, we present the database, interpolation methods, and final data
products. Consistent with the previous studies that inform our compilation, our global results show unradiogenic
detrital Nd isotopic values (εNd ≈ -20) in the North Atlantic, εNd values of ≈ -12 to -7 in the Indian and Southern
Ocean, and radiogenic values (εNd ≈ -3 to +4) in the Pacific. The new, high-resolution interpolation is useful for
improving conceptual knowledge of Nd sources and sinks and enables the application of isotope-enabled ocean
models to understand targeted Nd behaviour in the oceans. Such applications may include: examining the
strength and distribution of a possible benthic flux required to reconcile global Nd budgets, establishing the
potential use of Nd isotopes as a kinematic tracer of ocean circulation, and a general quantification of the nonconservative sedimentary processes that may contribute to marine Nd cycling.
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1. Introduction/Background
The Nd isotope composition of seawater is typically expressed in the
epsilon notation (εNd), denoting the deviation of a sample’s 143Nd/144Nd
ratio from the chondritic uniform reservoir (CHUR) or bulk earth ratio of
0.512638 in parts per 10,000 (Jacobsen and Wasserburg, 1980):
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εNd varies with the age and composition of Earth’s crust (Goldstein
and Hemming, 2003), such that different regions have distinct εNd sig
natures. Older continental crust generally has a more negative (i.e.
‘unradiogenic’) εNd signature compared with younger mantle derived
material, as demonstrated in the compilation by Jeandel et al. (2007).
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This spatial heterogeneity in crustal εNd and the dominance of crustal
sources of Nd to the ocean forms the foundation of the use of εNd as a
water provenance tracer. Neodymium has a shorter deep-ocean resi
dence time than the typical global ocean mixing time (≈ 1500 years)
(Arsouze et al., 2009; Goldstein and Hemming, 2003; Lynch-Stieglitz
and Marchitto, 2003; Rempfer et al., 2011). As such, different water
masses in the ocean are categorised by distinct εNd that is derived from
chemical weathering of the continents (Goldstein and Hemming, 2003;
Lacan and Jeandel, 2005; Tachikawa et al., 2003). This isotopic signa
ture is then redistributed via advection. Thus, water column εNd
measured in-situ for the present day or in sedimentary/seafloor archives
for the past has been observed to track basin-scale ocean transports such
as meridional overturning circulation (e.g. Basak et al., 2015; Dausmann
et al., 2017; Howe et al., 2016; Hu and Piotrowski, 2018; Jonkers et al.,
2015; Pöppelmeier et al., 2020a, 2020b; Roberts and Piotrowski, 2015;
Wilson et al., 2015; Xie et al., 2014) and to reconstruct marine gateway
events (Horikawa et al., 2010; Khélifi et al., 2014; Martin and Scher,
2006; Newkirk and Martin, 2009; Scher and Martin, 2006; Sepulchre
et al., 2014; Stumpf et al., 2015; Stumpf et al., 2010). Such in
terpretations of εNd rely on the assumption that in the absence of local
lithogenic input, εNd behaves conservatively.
Despite a general acceptance of the water mass tracer properties of
εNd, the usefulness of Nd isotopes as a proxy for ocean circulation is
hampered by ambiguities in the modern cycling and oceanic budget of
Nd, alongside a lack of constraints on the processes governing its marine
distribution (Abbott et al., 2015a; Rempfer et al., 2011; Tachikawa et al.,
2017). This has led to the ambiguous phrase of a ‘quasi-conservative’
tracer. Nonetheless, extensive progress has been made in understanding
how different water masses acquire their εNd (to give a few examples:
Arsouze et al., 2009; Haley et al., 2017; Jeandel, 2016; Jeandel et al.,
2013; Lacan et al., 2012; Rempfer et al., 2011; Siddall et al., 2008; Sti
chel et al., 2020; Tachikawa et al., 2017, Tachikawa et al., 2003; Flierdt
et al., 2016; van de Flierdt et al., 2012; Wilson et al., 2013). It was
initially thought that seawater labelling by lithogenic Nd inputs took
place only at the surface via aeolian dust and dissolved riverine inputs
(Bertram and Elderfield, 1993), and early modelling studies using the
transport-matrix method with surface inputs did reproduce North
Atlantic Nd distributions correctly/reliably based on these assumptions
(Jones et al., 2008). However, considering surface inputs alone failed to
balance both Nd concentration ([Nd]) and εNd distributions globally,
with authors highlighting that there must be a ‘missing source’ (i.e.
missing global Nd flux into seawater; Arsouze et al., 2009; Jones et al.,
2008; Rempfer et al., 2011; Siddall et al., 2008; Tachikawa et al., 2003).
Furthermore, a partial decoupling of [Nd] and εNd in seawater is
observed, termed the ‘Nd paradox’ (Goldstein and Hemming, 2003).
That is, while εNd remains fairly constant, [Nd] becomes more concen
trated with increasing depth in the water column, and very generally
increases along the circulation pathway, overall being mostly lower in
the North Atlantic and higher in the Pacific, displaying broadly what has
been described as a ‘nutrient-like behaviour’ (Bertram and Elderfield,
1993; Flierdt et al., 2016). The current debate on the oceanic cycling of
Nd is therefore centred around two related issues: (1) constraining the
sources, sinks and internal cycling of Nd, and (2) the decoupled
behaviour of [Nd] and εNd (‘Nd paradox’).
Building on the initial understanding that Nd enters the ocean
through continental weathering, an important role for particulates
within marine biogeochemical cycling of Nd, especially particulateseawater exchange occurring within marginal settings, has been
observed, and proposed to account for imbalances in the global marine
Nd budget and the ‘Nd paradox’. This contribution from particulates to

marine εNd and [Nd] may be somewhat unsurprising since the global
terrigenous particulate flux to the oceans exceeds the dissolved flux by a
factor of 17-30, and as such, the particulate flux dominates fluvial
transport of Nd to the oceans (Jeandel, 2016; Jeandel and Oelkers,
2015). Thus, dissolution of just a small proportion (1-3%) of this par
ticulate material deposited annually into seawater can have a large
impact on global marine Nd budgets and cycling (Jeandel and Oelkers,
2015). Chemical transfer reactions among terrestrially derived particles
and seawater comprise of adsorption/desorption, ion exchange and
dissolution/precipitation (Jeandel, 2016; Jeandel and Oelkers, 2015;
Lacan and Jeandel, 2005; Tachikawa et al., 2003). While desorption and
ion exchange are usually relatively rapid processes, driven by the rela
tively high pH and ionic strength of seawater compared to most river
waters, dissolution and precipitation take longer (Jeandel and Oelkers,
2015; Rousseau et al., 2015). Dissolution therefore continues for as long
as the minerals remain out of equilibrium with respect to the adjacent
fluids, at rates that are commonly proportional to surface area (Jeandel
and Oelkers, 2015).
A large proportion of this particle-seawater exchange is thought to
occur predominantly within estuarine sediments and on continental
margins (Rousseau et al., 2015). Chemical elements released from par
ticle dissolution are available locally here as a result of proximity to
lithogenic sources delivering dissolved and particulate material to the
ocean, alongside high detrital and biogenic particle concentrations
within the water column that act to promote rapid local reprecipitation
as secondary phases due to seawater being close to saturated or super
saturated with respect to many mineral phases (Jeandel and Oelkers,
2015; Pearce et al., 2013). Such an exchange, termed ‘boundary ex
change’ is capable of modifying the isotopic signature of a water mass
without significantly affecting its concentration, and has been proposed
as a major source of Nd into seawater (Arsouze et al., 2009; Jeandel
et al., 2007; Rempfer et al., 2011; Tachikawa et al., 2017; Flierdt et al.,
2016). Investigating this concept further, Arsouze et al. (2007) simu
lated a realistic global εNd distribution using boundary exchange as the
only source/sink term, demonstrating the potential for this process to be
highly important for balancing the oceanic Nd cycle. Subsequent to this
2007 study, the release of Nd from dissolution of continental derived
particulate material has been incorporated into global Nd modelling
schemes (Arsouze et al., 2009; Gu et al., 2019; Rempfer et al., 2011),
contributing 90-95% of the total simulated Nd flux to the ocean and thus
providing a mechanism to account for the ‘missing source’.
Another possible contributor to the ‘Nd paradox’ is reversible scav
enging; the physical process of adsorption and desorption of Nd onto
sinking particle surfaces in the water column, now considered another
important feature of the interplay of particulate and dissolved Nd phases
in the ocean (Jeandel et al., 1995; Siddall et al., 2008; Stichel et al.,
2020; Tachikawa et al., 1999). Modelling studies show that the observed
pattern of increasing [Nd] with depth can be reproduced by parame
terising internal cycling using the reversible scavenging approach
developed by Bacon and Anderson (1982) (Arsouze et al., 2009; Gu
et al., 2019; Pöppelmeier et al., 2020b; Rempfer et al., 2011; Siddall
et al., 2008). These models operate under a steady state assumption,
meaning external fluxes from particles are balanced by dissolution and
adsorption, which is partitioned according to an equilibrium scavenging
coefficient (KD; Siddall et al., 2008).
This interplay between dissolved and particulate phases is a key
aspect of the biogeochemical cycling of Nd that has sparsely been
explored. As a result, KD values have mostly been derived from research
looking into the relationship between adsorbed and desorbed 231Pa and
230
Th (Chase et al., 2002; Henderson et al., 1999; Siddall et al., 2007;
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Siddall et al., 2005). Stichel et al. (2020) presented the first regional Nd
particle-seawater interaction study in the North Atlantic, here investi
gating whether particle-seawater exchange occurs beyond settings
proximal to where seawater acquires a weathering signal (i.e., does
particle-seawater exchange take place in open ocean regions with low
particle concentrations?). Comparing the difference in εNd between the
dissolved and particulate phases along the North Atlantic Deep Water
(NADW) flow path, they found that particles become fully equilibrated
with ambient seawater in the open ocean and therefore are no longer
considered to be particle reactive. However, deep waters that are in
contact with the seafloor, where nearly half of the total Nd is present in
the particle phase (in comparison to approximately 5% in the open
ocean), may present an exception to this condition. Here, increasing
[Nd] profiles contrast with the more general observance that particleseawater exchange is primarily limited to locales close to weathering
inputs. This deviation has been attributed to either the reduced deepwater scavenging potential of Nd (Stichel et al., 2020), which would
allow dissolved [Nd] to accumulate, or, to a previously neglected
benthic source of Nd (e.g. the mobilisation of a secondary pool of
reactive Nd; Abbott et al., 2015b; Haley et al., 2017).
Thus, a current branch of literature on Nd-cycling now proposes a
change from a ‘top-down’ paradigm of Nd cycling (governed by aeolian
dust inputs; dissolved riverine fluxes; boundary exchange, a sediment
flux constrained to the continental margins; and internal cycling
through reversible scavenging) to incorporate a ‘bottom-up’ model,
whereby benthic fluxes and a sedimentary source at depth exert a sig
nificant control over the distribution of seawater Nd (Haley et al., 2017).
This alternative model specifically refers to a transfer of Nd from sedi
ment pore water to seawater resulting from early diagenetic reactions,
and may explain imbalances in the marine εNd budget as well as
observed decoupling between water mass provenance and Nd isotopes
(Abbott, 2019; Abbott et al., 2016; Abbott et al., 2015b; Abbott et al.,
2015a; Du et al., 2016; Haley et al., 2017). It was initially offered as an
explanation for measurements taken on the north-western Pacific mar
gins, where it was inferred that radiogenic pore water Nd was trans
ferred to overlying shallow and intermediate waters, and has
thenceforth been proposed to exert a primary control over deep ocean
εNd (Abbott et al., 2016; Abbott et al., 2015a, 2015b). In particular, a
benthic flux provides a mechanism to explain the deep water εNd alter
ation in the North Pacific in the absence of deep water formation, where
circulation is sluggish, and the sediments contain a considerable amount
of volcanic material susceptible to leaching (Pearce et al., 2013). Under
this benthic flux framework, εNd of a water mass becomes determined by
a combination of the circulation pathway and also non-mixing processes
such as a bottom-sediment source, the influence of which can be
determined from the magnitude and εNd of the sediment flux coupled
with the integrated time of exposure to this flux (i.e. exposure time)
(Abbott et al., 2015a). In this sense, if benthic exposure time and detrital
sediment composition can be reasonably predicted, εNd may provide
additional constraints concerning ocean circulation kinematics (Abbott
et al., 2015a; Du et al., 2020; Haley et al., 2017).
Since the 2015 north-western Pacific studies, observations of large
additions of Nd to the ocean from deep sites have been made in the
Angola Basin off the southwest coast of Africa (Rahlf et al., 2020; Zheng
et al., 2016) and the Rockall Trough in the North Atlantic (Crocket et al.,
2018). Furthermore, measurements from the Tasman Sea revealed a flux
of similar magnitude to that inferred for the North Pacific, suggesting
regions with dominantly calcareous sediment could also contribute a
significant source of Nd (Abbott, 2019). This presented an interesting

challenge for understanding Nd cycling, since carbonate contains rela
tively low [Nd] and therefore regions dominated by calcareous sedi
ments were previously considered an unlikely contributor to the benthic
flux.
However, the presence of volcanic materials and calcareous sedi
ments at the ocean interface can be highly localised, meaning that any
potential Nd inputs from these sources are not seafloor-wide. Clays, on
the other hand, are more ubiquitously spread throughout the global
ocean, meaning that clay mineral dissolution might facilitate a large,
widespread sedimentary Nd source to the ocean. Abbott et al. (2019)
evaluated potential sedimentary Rare Earth Element (REE) host phases
and concluded a benthic control of REEs, including Nd, could be driven
by clay minerals that have high reactivates and large surface areas. The
authors suggest that distal, deep ocean sites with fine-grained sediments
may have the largest fluxes, as opposed to previous views that most of
the Nd sediment source is highly constrained to margins. Consequently,
the benthic flux could be widely applicable across the global ocean,
providing another possible origin for the ‘missing’ Nd source. This
model, however, assumes that reactivity and exchange capacity of
certain mineral phases is similar across the globe, an assumption that
still requires careful testing.
It is apparent that there remains many outstanding questions
regarding particle-seawater exchange of Nd, in part due to an incom
plete understanding of how these elements fractionate during mineral
dissolution and precipitation (Pearce et al., 2013). Firstly, particleseawater interaction of Nd involves a combination of complex pro
cesses (release, removal and exchange) operating under various tem
poral scales and under specific environmental conditions, for example
pH or oxic-anoxic conditions, transport and aging of sedimentary de
posits (Wilson et al., 2013). Our understanding of these processes is
further complicated by the fact that particulate material is comprised of
numerous mineral phases, each with its own distinct dissolution rate and
saturation state, and as such, each fraction tends to be incongruently
released by particle dissolution (Pearce et al., 2013; Wilson et al., 2013).
Additionally, it has been argued that because Nd is commonly present in
less reactive minerals, it is likely released to seawater at a slower rate
than most other elements, enabling the potential of sediments deposited
for a long time in the deepest part of the ocean to be weathered (Abbott
et al., 2019).
Notably, it remains unconfirmed and sometimes hotly debated
whether or not a benthic flux does exert a strong control on oceanic Nd
distributions and what conditions influence the rate of such a flux.
Simulating Nd cycling in 3D ocean models has been shown to help
contribute to this debate, quantitatively evaluating the importance of
different components of Nd cycling (Arsouze et al., 2009; Arsouze et al.,
2007; Gu et al., 2019; Jones et al., 2008; Pöppelmeier et al., 2020b;
Rempfer et al., 2011; Siddall et al., 2008). The most sophisticated global
Nd schemes to date are implemented within coupled atmosphere-ocean
general circulation models (AOGCMs), with an explicit description of
the oceanic sources and sinks (e.g. Arsouze et al., 2009; Gu et al., 2019;
Pöppelmeier et al., 2020b; Rempfer et al., 2011). They are currently
predominantly based upon a ‘top-down’ model of marine Nd cycling,
with a sediment flux constrained to the continental margins. However,
Pöppelmeier et al. (2020b) recently began numerical-modelling in
vestigations of the benthic flux within global marine Nd cycling by
updating the Nd-isotope enabled Bern3D model initially developed by
Rempfer et al. (2011) to explicitly account for a seafloor-wide source of
Nd. The refined implementation included dissolution of resuspended
riverine material in estuaries (Rousseau et al., 2015), and the removal of
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the depth limitation for the sediment source (i.e. adapting the model’s
representation of ‘boundary exchange’, previously restricted to the
upper 3000 m of the ocean, to thus invoke a benthic flux). The results of
this study were useful for demonstrating the potential importance of
including a seafloor-wide input of Nd.
Moreover, it has been argued that the ‘top-down’ and ‘bottom-up’
views of Nd cycling are not independent of each other (Du et al., 2020;
Haley et al., 2017). Both may be essential for understanding and
balancing the global marine εNd budget and solving the ‘Nd-paradox’.
Despite the still enigmatic nature of Nd cycling in the ocean, a consistent
theme to emerge from the expanding body of literature has been
increasing evidence of the importance of the sediment-water interface as
a dominant control on the marine Nd cycle (Abbott et al., 2015b;
Arsouze et al., 2009; Arsouze et al., 2007; Blaser et al., 2019; Haley et al.,
2017; Rempfer et al., 2011; Tachikawa et al., 2017; Tachikawa et al.,
2003; Flierdt et al., 2016; Vogt-Vincent et al., 2020). With more Nd
delivered to the oceans in the particulate phase relative to the dissolved
phase, and just a small fraction of particle dissolution being capable of
governing marine εNd and [Nd] distributions, the dissolution of terrig
enous particulate material may be the dominant mechanism by which
Nd is supplied to the oceans (Jeandel and Oelkers, 2015). Although this
may complicate the use of εNd as a tracer of ocean circulation, it suggests
that global marine cycling of Nd can provide additional constraints as a
tracer of continental weathering and climate (Abbott et al., 2019;
Jeandel and Oelkers, 2015; Pearce et al., 2013). If terrigenous particle
dissolution does dominate Nd [isotope] input to the ocean, εNd varia
tions in different water masses could, in some cases, be directly relatable
to changes in sediment (as opposed to water) provenance and the
weathering of locally derived material. However, to be able to quantify
such effects, it is first necessary to improve our incomplete knowledge of
how different particulate Nd phases from diverse sedimentary envi
ronments fractionate during mineral dissolution and precipitation.
In short, notwithstanding significant recent advances in the way we
think about Nd sources and sinks, sediment-water interactions remain
one of the least understood aspects of marine Nd cycling. The prolifer
ation of Nd measurements, and our evolving knowledge of Nd cycling
now present an opportunity to test new conceptual and numerical
models that explicitly account for the benthic flux occurring across the
whole seafloor. This could be used to answer, to a first order, the current
key questions around marine Nd cycling. Including, but not limited to:
constraining the magnitude and εNd from sediment-water interaction,
testing whether a ‘bottom up’ framework is consistent with the observed
modern seawater εNd and [Nd], assessing any overprinting effect a
benthic flux may have on bottom waters, and evaluating the possibility
that with a strong benthic flux εNd could be exploited as a kinematic
tracer of ocean circulation.
However, all of these investigations require a known global distri
bution of sedimentary εNd. Numerical modelling studies in particular
rely on a spatially-continuous definition of Nd signatures across the
whole global sediment-water interface as a model input, essentially
filling-in the gaps between disparate measurement sites in a geologically
robust way. More than a decade ago, Jeandel et al. (2007) produced a
seminal map of continental εNd, which fulfilled exactly this purpose,
summarising the global fingerprint of continental εNd inputs to the ocean
and enabling numerical schemes to implement a continental margin
source. Here, we build on this formative work, taking the opportunity to
incorporate a substantial amount of recently published εNd measure
ments to update the extrapolated data product for the continental
margins and extend it across the whole ocean floor. Our new continuous
distributions of εNd thus provides the detail needed to evaluate a global
sediment source of Nd to the ocean, or for the user to apply their own

regional constraints depending on water depth, sediment thickness/type
etc. In this way, we hope to facilitate a more complete understanding of
Nd marine cycling, specifically enabling a first-order examination of the
benthic flux in numerical modelling schemes to determine whether a
shift towards a ‘bottom-up’ framework is capable of representing global
oceanic Nd distributions.
In the following section, we describe the methods used to charac
terise the εNd signature of the global sediment-water interface, including
the new data compilation, our approach to filtering εNd measurements
and the process for producing the spatially continuous gridded maps
(Section 2). Next, we present our refined continuous ocean sediment εNd
distributions, including εNd at the continental margin and across the sea
floor (Section 3). We then provide our proposed combination of both
datasets and include a discussion about the final boundary conditions,
acknowledging the limitations in our approach, and propose the use of
these gridded maps as a first step towards a deeper interrogation of the
sources and sinks of oceanic Nd, including the possibility of a benthic
flux (Section 4).
The final εNd maps clearly highlight where there is a wealth and
conversely a dearth of Nd measurements, and where those measure
ments may or may not be representative of the wider oceanographic
setting, thereby providing a useful guide for future data acquisition ef
forts. Furthermore, our methods are reproducible, and we provide full
documentation of the protocol to facilitate updating the distributions
with new measurements. Thus, we contend that our proposed sediment
εNd maps form an important and much needed step towards improving
the understanding and quantification of marine Nd cycling under
evolving frameworks and in line with the aims of the international
GEOTRACES program, enabling future modelling efforts to answer the
many intriguing questions that remain.
2. Methods
2.1. Updated database and compilation of published εNd
An extensive and updated (relative to Jeandel et al., 2007) database
of εNd values measured on both terrestrial and marine sediments was
initially obtained from Blanchet (2019). This database was built incor
porating published Nd values from an extensive literature review,
external contributions and retrieval from the SedDB database and in
cludes 1,529 observations. We then identified areas where known
additional published data could be added to the database and where
observational data was spatially limited, having the potential to
impede/bias interpolation across the globe. Notably, we prioritised
detailed publications with numerous observations taken around key
regions of deep-water formation in the North Atlantic and addressing
data scarcity, particularly in the Pacific, Indian and Southern Ocean.
Through co-author contribution and a collective community effort to
put forward relevant published datasets, the initial database was
expanded to reach a total of 5,107 data points, including 2,671 present
day and Holocene rock, river and marine sediment observations, thus
capturing a much greater level of spatial detail in the overall larger
quantity of constituent data (Fig. 1 and Supplementary Table S1). This
was achieved first from extensive literature review, adding relevant
observations particularly covering the Southwest Atlantic, the Bering
Sea, the Southern Ocean, and West Africa. We then added further detail
in the Southern Ocean, focusing along the Antarctic coastline, notably in
West Antarctica, the Antarctic Peninsula and surrounding the Ross Sea
(Cook et al., 2013; Mikhalsky et al., 2013; Mikhalsky et al., 2006; Pierce
et al., 2011; Roy et al., 2007; Simões Pereira et al., 2018; van de Flierdt
et al., 2008; Walter et al., 2000). This Southern Ocean compilation also
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Fig. 1. Overview of the location of the εNd samples assembled in the updated continental and marine detrital and porewater database, filtered to show only data from
the Holocene (specifically 11.7 ka to present) and the new Southern Ocean data presented in this study. Data are identified as belonging to the initial sediment εNd
compilation by Jeandel et al. (2007) (blue triangles), subsequent additions by Blanchet (2019) (green circles), from further literature review (thin beige diamonds),
detrital data associated with the results presented by Tachikawa et al. (2017) (orange diamonds), data compiled by Du et al. (2020) (lilac squares), pore water data
from Abbott et al. (2015a, 2015b) (black pentagon) and Southern Ocean compilation (yellow crosses: published by Cook et al., 2013; Mikhalsky et al., 2013,
Mikhalsky et al., 2006; Pierce et al., 2011; Roy et al., 2007; Simões Pereira et al., 2018; van de Flierdt et al., 2008; Walter et al., 2000. White crosses: this study).

includes a collection of 34 new (i.e. hitherto unpublished) measure
ments; see Supplementary Text S1 and Table S2 for information on the
collection/measurement techniques. Our compilation of published and
new Southern Ocean data is focussed on marine detrital measurements
that could be used as an indicator of the εNd signal eroded from neigh
bouring continental rock and also provides measurements from sedi
ments directly in contact with seawater. We obtained even more modern
and Holocene detrital measurements from sediments in the Arctic,
eastern North Atlantic, West Atlantic, Gulf of Alaska and the Indian and
East Pacific Ocean from the global compilation of detrital εNd that
accompanied the large-scale acquisition of seawater and geologicarchive εNd performed by Tachikawa et al. (2017). Additionally, we
include data from a recent global core-top compilation published by Du
et al. (2020), whom investigated recent changes to Global Overturning
Circulation from authigenic and sedimentary εNd records, covering
particularly the North-West and South-West Atlantic, the Indian and
Central Equatorial Pacific Ocean. Finally, we included marine pore fluid
εNd from three sites in the eastern North Pacific (Abbott et al., 2015b;
Abbott et al., 2015a).
The database, including the full dataset of εNd and associated meta
data table is reported in Supplementary Table S1 and the database will
be stored on the GFZ data repository (see Data Availability).

2.2. Continental εNd map
2.2.1. Data selection
The primary aim of this first phase of work is to define as accurately
as possible the modern isotopic signatures of the continents surrounding
the oceans and continental margins on a global scale. To achieve this
aim, we filtered the entries in our new, comprehensive database (Section
2.1) to only include samples from the Holocene (specifically 11.7 ka to
present) as well as the New Southern Ocean samples, which in some
cases may be older, yet still provide appropriate εNd for our study (as
explained in Supplementary Text S1). We include present day (P) sam
ples defined from 1 ka to present or from the upper 1cm/top-core
sediment, and Holocene/Marine Isotope Stage 1 (MIS1) samples
ranging from 11.7 – 1 ka. This is because we are most confident that the
measured values falling within these depositional age ranges are
representative of the modern continental εNd interacting with seawater.
This yielded a total of 1,078 observations, which came from three broad
sample types: river sediment samples, which deposit on the continental
shelf and slope; Holocene marine sediments collected along given
margins; and geological material outcropping close to an oceanic margin
expected to be weathered. We explain this choice in more detail in
Supplementary Text S2. All the discrete continental data extracted
through this filtering process are reported in Supplementary Table S3
and are displayed in Fig. 2a.
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We acknowledge the potential for bottom ocean currents to transport
fine-grained sediments to sites distal from their sources (Gorsline, 1984),
and this may have a local/regional control on the εNd passed on to the
overlying water column (Jeandel et al., 2007). With currently available
observations, this is difficult to consider comprehensively within a
global, objective, numerically-driven framework. Thus, we assume that
the effect of bottom-current transport is relatively small for the overall
regional-global Nd budget and do not explicitly incorporate the process
in our initial interpolation of the discrete data (Section 2.2.2). Future
work that focuses on specific geographical domains would be best suited
to investigating the importance and impact of these assumptions in
greater detail.

addition, we compared the signature of similar geographically distal
fields (e.g. the same rock type/age, and regions that are known to have
once been physically connected before tectonic plate movement sepa
rated them). Overall, we made the fewest possible changes to rectify
obtrusive inconsistencies. For full transparency and to enable easy
reproducibility of our methods or bespoke editing of our modifications,
all changes are documented and explained in Supplementary Text S4,
with the precise operational details provided in Supplementary
Table SI.2. Furthermore, a visual comparison of the results is made in
Supplementary Fig. S3, which demonstrates the difference in conti
nental εNd arrived at using purely the numerical interpolation (i.e.
before making manual adjustments) compared with the refinement.
Fig. 2b shows our final representation of the εNd of the continents sur
rounding the ocean.

2.2.2. Interpolation of continental εNd map
Once an extensive compilation of suitable discrete εNd observations
was obtained, the points were interpolated across the globe, to create a
spatially continuous distribution of continental εNd proximal to the
ocean. It is noted here that we are aiming to produce values that
represent broader geological regions and not specific outcrops and sin
gular observations.
Since the εNd of continental rocks is closely related to its geological
characteristics (i.e. lithology) and age, we used the digital geological
map as used by Jeandel et al. (2007) – see ‘Continental Geological Base
Map’ in Data Availability – which provided polygons for the (simplified)
fields of given geological age and type. This map was used to constrain
our interpolation of discrete data points according to the underlying
geological units, maintaining a basic level of regional geological con
sistency in our continuous characterisation of the continental margins.
Such an approach is based on the assumption that the seawater εNd is
equivalent to the εNd signature of the weathered source rock, which we
deem to be an appropriate premise for the global scale examined here.
The interpolation scheme employed a nearest neighbour analysis,
using the digital geological map as a mask to produce spatially contin
uous continental εNd fields from the discrete Nd point-measurements.
Each geological-unit polygon was attributed an εNd value according to
the sample that fell within its spatial domain with the nearest distance to
the centre of the polygon, or in the absence of any measurements within
the domain, according to the nearest sample by distance to the centre of
the polygon. This produced a first iteration of the new high resolution,
gridded εNd for continental margins (Supplementary Fig. S3) based
purely on the numerical interpolation methods described above and
without any expert ‘tuning’ of the results to account for any [sampling]
biases that may skew the results. It forms the basis of our final conti
nental margin εNd distribution with the adaptations summarised below.
Examining this initial output, it is apparent that in some regions, the
purely numerically based interpolation failed to capture the real spatial
heterogeneity of crustal εNd, or produced εNd that, from our knowledge,
appeared to not represent the broader regional signal, e.g. due to mea
surements capturing only very localised εNd and the numerical inter
polation inaccurately dispersing those signals. We therefore performed a
small number of manual adjustments to the interpolation in order to
improve the final distribution of εNd and thus bring it into better accord
with available evidence (i.e. the wider published literature) and the
expert judgment and field/laboratory-experience of our pool of coauthors.
To assess the interpolation and identify where adjustments were
needed, we closely interrogated the agreement between the
numerically-produced εNd and expected (e.g. based on geological age
and rock type) εNd within geological polygons based on the Sm-Nd
evolution of Earth (i.e. age) and Sm/Nd fractionation during mantle
melting (i.e. lithology; Goldstein et al., 1984; Taylor et al., 1983). In

2.2.3. Extrapolation of continental εNd onto the continental shelf
Once the continental interpolation was finalised, we extrapolated
these data out across the marine sectors of the continental margins,
adopting the philosophy that the mean εNd signature on continental
margins is similar to that of the neighbouring land surfaces. We define
the extent of this extrapolation – that is, how far out to sea/how deep we
can reasonably assume that the continental εNd remains representative
of the proximal marine sediments – as being limited to where sediment
thickness is greater than or equal to 1000 m according to GlobSed, a
total sediment thickness grid for the world’s oceans and marginal seas
(Straume et al., 2019). We chose to use sediment thickness to constrain
our margin extrapolation as a proxy for the extent to which outcropping
fields are weathered, and thus the extent to which it is reasonable to
assume a similar εNd would exist at the sediment-ocean interface.
Globally, erosion, proximity to continents, transport and biogenic
sedimentation determines the first order structure of sediment thickness
(Straume et al., 2019). We compared extrapolating the continental εNd
out to the margins under various sediment thickness constraints (≥500
m, ≥1000 m and ≥2000 m), detailed in Supplementary Fig. S5, to find
the most suitable limits of our extrapolation.
Continental margins, which represent approximately 13% of the
oceanic area, contain over 42% of the total ocean sediment volume, and
have an estimated average sediment cover of 3044 m, in comparison
with ocean crust with an estimated average sediment cover of 404 m
(Straume et al., 2019). We choose ≥ 1000 m sediment thickness as our
final extrapolation extent to encompass only marginal settings. Sedi
ment thickness ≥ 2000 m did not capture all marginal settings, in
particular passive margins in the Eastern Pacific and margins sur
rounding Australia, and we chose not to use a shallower threshold (such
as ≥ 500 m) because this extrapolated the continental signal beyond
what we deemed representative. This value was close to the average
sediment cover of oceanic crust and as a result reached distal oceanic
crust, for example in the western North and South Atlantic basins. We
acknowledge that lithogenic input via aeolian dust flux may reach
further limits than our definition, but we made the pragmatic choice to
prioritise the categorisation of marginal sediments and deposits. Con
straining what we define as ‘continental margins’ to ≥ 1000 m sediment
thickness is, however, a somewhat arbitrary choice. Our transparent
approach and fully available input data will allow future user groups to
implement a different choice of delimiting sediment thickness, should
they wish. The product of our final combined continental and extrapo
lated marginal sediment εNd is shown by Fig. 2c.
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Fig. 2. Continental and proximal margin εNd map, showing (a) sample type and εNd of Nd isotope measurements compiled in Supplementary Table S3, indicating the
three broad sample types included in the new compilation: river sediment (triangles), Holocene marine sediments (circles), and geological outcrops (squares), (b)
updated continental εNd, and (c) complete εNd of the continents and proximal margins (constrained to where sediment thickness ≥1000 m).
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2.3. Seafloor εNd map

1992; Innocent et al., 1997; Jones et al., 1994; Grousset et al., 1988;
Nakai et al., 1993; Revel et al., 1996; Simões Pereira et al., 2018; Tou
canne et al., 2015; van de Flierdt et al., 2008).
Recent work suggests that strong leaching procedures in older
studies could lead to loss of reactive detrital phases, which are a
potentially important benthic source of Nd, and thus may not be pre
served in operationally defined ‘detrital residues’ (Abbott et al., 2019;
Abbott et al., 2016; Blaser et al., 2016; Du et al., 2016; Wilson et al.,
2013). Furthermore, the standard protocols used to isolate the Fe-Mn
oxyhydroxide phases in leaching procedures have been found to not
only target oxyhydroxide phases, but also target clay host phases
(Abbott et al., 2019). These conventional leaching methods mobilise
significant quantities of silicate hosted REEs, particularly in carbonate
poor sediments (Blaser et al., 2016; Wilson et al., 2013). Refined
leaching methods, which now employ a gentler approach, can minimise
this silicate fraction ‘contamination’. Nonetheless, in the absence of a
carbonate buffer, they have still been found to mobilise some of the
silicate fraction (Blaser et al., 2019; Blaser et al., 2016). Utilising bulk
sediment data may avoid this underrepresentation of the more labile εNd
signal and prevent removal of the clay mineral fraction εNd. However,
bulk sediment data are also relatively sparse, albeit not as scarce as pore
water measurements. Acknowledging the limitations outlined above,
decarbonating and leaching procedures aim to remove the preformed
seawater/pore water signal in order to isolate specifically the detrital
fraction, and improvements have been made towards standardising
these procedures. For example, Bayon et al. (2002) presented a robust
chemical procedure for separating the detrital material into decarbo
nated sediment residuals and specific detrital size fractions, resulting in
reduced or no loss of specific phases. Within our database, decarbonated
and detrital fraction observations are much more abundant, and as such,
these samples are also deemed suitable for inclusion in this dataset
alongside bulk sediment digests and pore-water samples, allowing for a
more global representation of direct εNd measurements covering various
seafloor lithologies.
We recognise that under current practical constraints, there is no
unique/ideal solution for our sample selection. To use only pore water
and bulk sediment fractions would limit the number of observations to
too few for producing a useful broad scale representation of the seafloor
εNd source. For example, the 106 bulk sediment observations compiled
globally (compared to 541 and 829 decarbonated and detrital obser
vations, respectively) are not only limited in number, but also are
heavily biased towards marginal settings and concentrated mainly in the
northwest and southwest Atlantic, the Gulf of Alaska and East
Antarctica, likely underrepresenting marine sedimentary areas (e.g.
deep ocean settings, the Arctic Ocean, and the Indian Ocean). On the
other hand, as acknowledged by Blaser et al. (2016); Du et al. (2016) and
Wilson et al. (2013), decarbonated sediment residuals and detrital
fractions may (at least in some cases) provide a weaker/less significant
oceanic Nd flux. Again, the available data are insufficient to fully verify
this possibility or demonstrate in which specific settings it is the case.
Balancing these two challenges, we made the decision to include the
whole sediment (not favouring any specific detrital phases) as contrib
uting to the sediment-water εNd. Following further data acquisition from
more labile fractions and direct comparison between the εNd yielded by
the different detrital phases of the same samples on a global scale, this
approach could be revisited in the future.

2.3.1. Data selection
In order to examine the possible role of a benthic flux on global Nd
cycling and thus to test mathematically (e.g. through Nd isotopeenabled three-dimensional ocean models) the emergent hypothesis
that such a flux is driven by Nd released into pore waters from detrital
sediment on the seafloor during early diagenesis, the εNd of the seafloor
needs to be represented. This characterisation of εNd across the entire
sediment-water interface is also more broadly useful for investigating
Nd cycling, since it allows any user to define their own (and experiment
with different) depth or sediment-type boundaries for where Nd is
exchanged with the water column. Based on current paradigms, it has
been suggested that ideally, pore water measurements of εNd and [Nd]
would be most representative of the Nd interaction between the
sediment-water interface, recording the labile Nd from detrital material
into pore water (Abbott et al., 2015a; Du et al., 2020). However, to date
the measurements of pore water εNd are very spatially limited; three sites
currently, all in the North Pacific, measured in near surface sediments on
the continental margins between 500 and 3000 m water depth (Abbott
et al., 2015b; Abbott et al., 2015a). An approach that extrapolates the
few (three) valuable pore-water measurements that do exist would likely
over-generalise the distribution of global labile seafloor εNd, failing to
capture a sediment-type dependent, realistic distribution even at the
broad scale. Further measurements would also be needed to fully verify
whether this is true.
Published detrital sediment εNd measurements provide our most
practical solution to this global open ocean pore-water data sparsity.
Here, we define detrital sediments as the non-authigenic and nonbiogenic sediment phases encompassing three main fractions: bulk
sediment digests, decarbonated sediment residuals and decarbonated
and leached sediments (hereby referred to as the detrital fraction),
indicated in Supplementary Table S4 and Fig. 3a (Blaser et al., 2016; Du
et al., 2016; Wilson et al., 2013). It is hypothesised that detrital sedi
ments interact with pore water on long timescales (hundreds to thou
sands of years), in large part compensating for slow reaction kinetics and
therefore enabling detrital sediment to exert a significant influence on
the εNd of pore water (Du et al., 2016). Furthermore, detrital sediments
provide a direct measurement of the sediment εNd in contact with pore
water, albeit in the absence of quantifying exactly the reactive Nd
phases. We therefore filtered the updated Nd database to identify marine
core-top pore water and detrital sediment εNd and used this compilation
to produce a best estimate of the global distribution of seafloor εNd.
Similar to the continental compilation, only core-top sediments (i.e. the
upper cm) or sediments deposited during the Holocene (11.7 ka to
present), as well as the New Southern Ocean samples were considered,
yielding a total of 1,479 observations. All the discrete marine detrital
and pore water data utilised in this study are reported in Supplementary
Table S4 and are shown by Fig. 3a.
Despite the development of several sequential extraction processes
for the partitioning of marine sediment fractions, at present there re
mains no standard chemical procedure for measuring the detrital frac
tion εNd of marine sediments (Bayon et al., 2002; Du et al., 2020). As
such, the definitions of the three main detrital phases presented here
(bulk, decarbonated and detrital fraction) represent a broad classifica
tion due to the non-uniformity in extraction methods employed within
the literature. Furthermore, between these fractions, the reported εNd
may vary significantly due in part to the specific aims of the individual
research efforts. For example, most (if not all) detrital samples were
conducted not to establish a benthic flux of Nd to the oceans, but to
understand geographical provenance and transport mechanisms (at
mospheric circulation of dust, water advection, fluvial erosion, cryo
spheric dynamics). In all cases, the assumption is that detrital phases
retain the isotopic signature of their source rock signature throughout
continental weathering, sediment transport and diagenesis (e.g. Basile
et al., 1997; Cook et al., 2013; Grousset et al., 1998; Grousset et al.,

2.3.2. Interpolation of seafloor εNd map
Once an extensive compilation of suitable discrete detrital and pore
water εNd observations were obtained, the points were then interpolated
globally to produce a spatially continuous εNd signature of seafloor
sediments in contact with bottom water. Again, the aim here is to
broadly characterise the signature of seafloor sediments, providing a
best estimate of global εNd based on the available [and limited] dataset.
Our map thus may not capture localised features and variations.
Adopting the assumption that dominant seafloor lithology types at
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least partially describe the major sedimentary source and characteristics
of detrital εNd, we used a high-resolution gridded map characterising the
major lithologies of seafloor sediments in the world’s ocean basins
(Dutkiewicz et al., 2015; see ’Seafloor Lithology Map’ in Data Avail
ability). This assumption is based on the notion that εNd from a possible
benthic flux is related to the signature and reactivity of the underlying
detrital sediment, and sediments of the same lithology type likely have
similar diagenetic environments. Similar to the digital geological map
used for continental margin εNd (Section 2.2.2), this provided a spatially
delimited mask of polygons capturing the broad distribution of seafloor
sediment types. We used this mask to inform the interpolation of discrete
data onto a continuous high-resolution grid by constraining the nearestneighbour extrapolation of individual measurements to keep within the

limits of each polygon. Thus, we implicitly assume that proximal sedi
ments of the same depositional type contain similar Nd characteristics,
with hard boundaries where the sediment type changes, although there
is no imposed relationship between distal polygons of the same sediment
type in this objective numerical method.
Diagenetic reactions in sedimentary deposits are reliant on the
properties of the depositional environment. Biogenic debris in particular
are often inherently unstable, with organic matter, carbonate and
opaline silica as dominant biogenic solids involved in early diagenetic
reactions (Jahnke et al., 1989). Thus, the contribution of particular
biogenic phases to early diagenetic processes is highly complex and
requires a thorough understanding of the behaviour of each biogenic
component and the depositional environment in which digenesis occurs.

Fig. 3. Seafloor sediment εNd map. (a) Location and εNd of the discrete marine detrital and pore water data compiled in Supplementary Table S4 and used to produce
a best estimate of spatially continuous seafloor εNd. The three broad sample types of marine detrital and pore water data included in the compilation are indicated:
bulk sediment digests (triangles), decarbonated sediment residuals (circles), specific detrital size fractions (squares), and pore-water measurements (crosses). (b)
Spatially continuous seafloor εNd representation interpolated from the discrete data.
9
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Recent pore water and water-column [Nd] observations from the Tas
man Sea have highlighted the possibility that regions dominated by
biogenic carbonates can be important contributors to the global benthic
flux (Abbott, 2019). Due to low [Nd] in biogenic sediments, these
sediment regions had previously been dismissed as a likely contributor
to the oceanic Nd budget (Abbott et al., 2015b). However, a diffusive
flux of Nd calculated in this region, although smaller, was similar in
magnitude to that measured in the low-carbonate samples measured
from the North Pacific. Such data may provide evidence for expanding
the area over which we consider the benthic flux to be an important
contributor to marine εNd, and further suggests that a benthic flux may
be driven by a small fraction of the sediment (i.e. dissolution of clay
fraction) (Abbott, 2019; Abbott et al., 2019; Huck et al., 2016).
In order to enable the testing of a global benthic flux, an εNd signature
therefore needs to be assigned to all depositional sedimentary environ
ments. Here, we chose not to make assumptions regarding early diage
netic reactions and how they might alter Nd fluxes within different
depositional environments, and instead applied the same method to
characterise all sediment εNd. This approach was adopted in order to
limit the complexity of a method that is necessarily based on sparse data,
including reducing the number of arbitrary assumptions we would
otherwise be required to make. This has the benefit of producing a more
reproducible data product and methodology, which can then be adapted
by any user in the community according to our evolving understanding
of the role of particular biogenic phases in early diagenetic processes,
the role of a benthic flux within diverse sediment compositions and
depositional environments, and the wider acquisition of suitable mea
surements. Note, that for pore water measurements, we use the mean of
all depths in the upper 11.1 cm of seafloor sediment for each site, rep
resenting all available data (see Supplementary Table S4). This seems
justified as the average εNd of pore water is found to be near constant
with depth at each site (Abbott et al., 2015a).
In certain poorly documented areas and where the interpolation
failed to capture a representative εNd based on what is known to exist,
manual adjustments were made. These modifications follow a similar
approach to that described in Section 2.2.2 and are based on available
observational and expert evidence, including (i) consideration of the
source and location of detrital input to the region, (ii) the assumption
that the mathematical means of the available data best represent do
mains containing a large number of data points, and (iii) spatially con
straining localised extreme εNd signals, e.g. from volcanic island arcs,
which are not always captured in the mask of major sediment lithol
ogies. All changes are explained in Supplementary Text S4 (with precise
operational detail for how to implement/revert them in Table SI.3),
alongside graphical depictions of the new gridded seafloor εNd dataset
that show the direct output of the numerical interpolation schemes
before expert manual adjustments were made compared with the refined
version (Supplementary Fig. S4). Fig. 3b shows our final, refined rep
resentation of the εNd of seafloor sediment.

volcanic arcs (e.g. convergent margin volcanism in the northwest Pa
cific) and hotspot/ocean island volcanics (e.g. the Hawaiian Islands
Archipelago, the Samoan Islands and the Kerguelen Islands).
For instance, in the high northern latitudes, continental crust sur
rounding the Hudson Bay and Labrador Sea in eastern Canada and
western Greenland display largely unradiogenic values of -25 εNd due to
the presence of old Archean and Proterozoic units. This characterisation
of very negative (-25) εNd has been observed recently in a regional North
Atlantic marginal εNd map produced utilising compiled Holocene bulk
surface sediments by Stichel et al. (2020). Similarly, here, the most
unradiogenic signals correspond particularly to crust exposed on the
North Atlantic Craton, where these lithological units are amid some of
the oldest rocks worldwide. Previous investigations from Innocent et al.
(1997) on modern and late Quaternary sediments in the northwest
North Atlantic further highlight the most unradiogenic εNd signals
(ranging from -35 to -24) within sediments from terrains belonging to
the North American Shield, particularly Baffin Island, Quebec and
Labrador regions. Accordingly, these regions are characterised in our
continental representation by εNd ranging -32 to -23. Conversely, recent
volcanic intrusions associated with the younger Cenozoic mafic rocks in
Iceland and from the Nansen Fjord in East Greenland yield radiogenic
εNd signatures ranging from +4 to +7. In particular, exposed Holocene
basalts on the continental shelf associated with Icelandic volcanism re
sults in a radiogenic signal of +7 over Iceland, a value consistent with
the first-order estimation of the Icelandic detrital Nd source signal to the
ocean from Innocent et al. (1997) of +8. Material eroded from Iceland
has particularly high [Nd], and so even a small contribution from this
mafic sediment to seawater can have an important role governing Nd
distributions here and thus an important region to characterise (Stichel
et al., 2020).
The Arctic Archipelago displays an east-west gradient in εNd, with
unradiogenic values of -23 εNd in the southeast associated with the
oldest rocks of Archean and Proterozoic origin and less unradiogenic
values of -12 εNd towards the northwest of the archipelago related to
Palaeozoic crust. Continental crust of lower Palaeozoic origin in north
ern Alaska has unradiogenic values of -14 and in northeast Siberia,
proximal to the East Siberian Sea, younger Mesozoic units have more
radiogenic values of -7. Asahara et al. (2012) analysed detrital fraction
εNd from marginal sea sediments in the Arctic to identify sources of
terrigenous detritus in the Bering and Chukchi Seas. The authors found
εNd in detrital fractions in the Chukchi Sea range from -10 to -8, which
they attributed to terrigenous detritus material derived from northeastern Siberia (-9), and additionally from the Mackenzie River basin
including the Canadian Shield (-14). Detrital fractions in the eastern
Bering Sea are varied, though generally more radiogenic ( -9 to +3),
representing terrigenous input from the Yukon basin, underlain by
Mesozoic and Palaeozoic rocks from Alaska (-9) and the Aleutian-arc
volcanics (+7). Our continental representation in this region corre
sponds well to these previous estimations, suggesting that the spatial
heterogeneity within continental εNd in this region is captured reason
ably well, which is especially important for the Arctic Ocean, whose
water column Nd distributions are distinctly and generally influenced by
the broad, surrounding continental shelves (Porcelli et al., 2009).
There is less spatial εNd variability in the rest of the Siberian margin,
central and southern Europe, and North, West and South Africa, which
all display a relatively spatially homogenous εNd signal between -11 and
-7, with the more radiogenic values associated with widespread Ceno
zoic and Mesozoic rocks in these regions. A previous study by Revel et al.
(1996) measured the εNd of lithogenic particles from a sediment core in
the Icelandic basin to trace its detrital origin. The authors reported εNd of
-12 originating from the British Isles, a value consistent with our char
acterisation (-12 to -11). Measurements from Scandinavia, on the other
hand, are quite unradiogenic, with the most negative values of -23 εNd
found in Archean rock in Finland and values of -22 to -14 in Proterozoic
rocks within Norway and Sweden. These unradiogenic values corre
spond to findings by Bayon et al. (2015) who assessed the εNd of

3. Results
3.1. Continental εNd representation
Similar to Jeandel et al. (2007), we focused our spatially continuous
reconstruction of continental εNd on the regions surrounding the ocean
(as shown in Fig. 2b), since the main purpose is to provide updated in
formation for examining marine Nd cycling. Thus, the continental in
teriors are largely omitted from our final εNd distribution.
Examination of the variability in our updated map of continental εNd
reveals the expected pattern of the most negative values corresponding
to known provinces of the oldest unradiogenic continental rock world
wide (e.g. the exposed Archean rock comprising the North Atlantic
Craton around southwestern Greenland and Paleoproterozoic granites
which constitute the Rae Craton that forms Baffin Island and parts of
western Greenland), and positive values corresponding to young
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sediments collected in Finland near the Kiiminkijoki river mouth, which
drains the Precambrian shields of Fennoscandia, reporting εNd of -23.
Further, Revel et al. (1996) reported εNd in lithogenic particles on the
Norwegian margin around -19, consistent with our continental charac
terisation here.
Looking at the African continent, Scheuvens et al. (2013) reported
bulk εNd of dust in northern Africa to evaluate lithogenic sediments,
measuring εNd of -15 to -10 in Southern Algeria and northern Mali.
Furthermore, samples collected off the west coast of northern Africa
ranged between -16 and -8, these values are in agreement with our
continental representation of this region (-14 to -13) illustrating the εNd
characteristics here have been effectively captured. On the other hand,
north-eastern Africa displays quite a comprehensive picture of positive
εNd, in particular around the Ethiopian Highlands and the Red Sea re
gion, related to magmatic rifting (0 to +6). Overall, across the mainland
of northern African a eastward tendency of increasing εNd occurs. This
gradient has been observed previously in detailed studies of terrestrial
and marine sediments (Blanchet, 2019; Scheuvens et al., 2013).
The east coast of USA, Brazil and Uruguay are similar in regard to the
intermediate values across the majority of Europe and West Africa, with
εNd generally falling within the -14 to -10 range, here Caledonian and
Hercynian rocks cover the majority of these continental areas and so
share broadly similar εNd characteristics (Jeandel et al., 2007). However,
characterisation of the east American continent is based on few obser
vations and may underrepresent the true spatial variability of those
regions. Examining river sediment εNd from the Amazon and Mississippi
river mouths, Bayon et al. (2015) reported values of -11 and -12 to -11
respectively, which correlate well with the continental εNd interpolation
at the location of these two river mouths. This is an important feature to
capture, because these large river systems deliver large inputs of
terrestrial particulate material to the ocean.
The geology of the west coast of the Americas and throughout central
America is complex, associated with divergent and transform bound
aries. Nonetheless, εNd measurements on the Pacific Rim are consistently
radiogenic, ranging from around +2 to +10 in the Cenozoic units there.
Grasse et al. (2012) reported radiogenic measurements of εNd (-2 to +3)
and increased [Nd] in surface waters in the Eastern Equatorial Pacific,
indicating exchange with either volcanic particles in the water column
or highly radiogenic shelf sediments. These surface waters are charac
terised by increasingly radiogenic εNd as we head northwards up the
coast from Peru to Ecuador. A radiogenic gradient in continental εNd is
also represented here, ranging from -5 in Peru to +7 in Ecuador. Out in
the Pacific, the Hawaiian island chain and other active volcanic island
chains yield εNd values at the top end of our scale (+8 to +10). Here,
values for the volcanic islands on the Hawaiian plume (+7 to +9) are in
agreement with present day (0 ka) εNd measurements compiled and
summarised by Bryce et al. (2005), with mean εNd values measured on
Mauna Loa (+5), Hualalai (+6), Kilauea (+7) and Mauna Kea (+8). The
detail of these small volcanic island chains (including Hawaii, Tahiti,
Gallapagos, etc.) is not fully evident in the global image shown in
Fig. 2b, but can be accessed by downloading the high-resolution vector
datasets accompanying this study (Supplementary Dataset S1).
India and Sri Lanka are characterised by a relatively homogenous
unradiogenic εNd signal of -16 associated with Proterozoic and PanAfrican rocks. Chemical weathering of the Himalayan system exports
large sediment loads to coastal regions via the Ganges-Brahmaputra
Rivers, Lupker et al. (2013) compiled measurements of εNd in river
sediments in the Ganges and Brahmaputra Rivers highlighting unra
diogenic values of -18, and a range of -14 to -19 respectively. Our con
tinental characterisation in margins surrounding the Bay of Bengal (-15)
falls within the range of εNd characteristics from these major river sys
tems. Moreover, Thailand, with predominantly upper Palaeozoic units,
is characterised by values of -14, and younger crust (predominantly of
Mesozoic origin) comprising Cambodia and Vietnam have values of -9. A
previous study by Peucker-Ehrenbrink et al. (2010) explored the rela
tionship between bedrock lithology and age to estimate the εNd of large-

scale continental drainage regions. Here, the εNd of Southeast Asia was
estimated to be -14. Palaeozoic crust in North and South Korea yield
more unradiogenic εNd values of -20 to -16, whereas Japan, Indonesia
and the Philippines bear a very radiogenic signal around +5, associated
with active plate tectonics and recent Cenozoic formations. The basaltic
composition of numerous islands located in the southwestern intertropical Pacific (e.g. Papua New Guinea, Solomon Islands, Fiji) yield
radiogenic εNd (ranging +5 to +7). Grenier et al. (2013) compiled εNd
data from rock and sediment samples to characterise the average εNd of
such islands. Radiogenic mean εNd of +8, +7 and +8 were attributed to
Fiji, Vanuatu and Tonga respectively, in accordance with our repre
sentation of εNd here. The authors further suggest that these islands
provide an important lithogenic supply of radiogenic εNd to the south
western Pacific. In comparison, the geology of Australia is broadly
characterised by several Archean and Middle Proterozoic cratons, with
younger formations of Phanerozoic age occurring mainly in north
Australia (Ehlert et al., 2011). In our continental εNd representation,
north-eastern and eastern Australia and Tasmania display a relatively
homogenous signal with Cenozoic and Mesozoic rocks dominating, and
thus yielding values of around -8 to -6. The presence of Proterozoic to
Archean units in north-western Australia and southern Australia provide
two relatively spatially constrained regions of quite unradiogenic εNd
(-20 to -15).
Antarctica displays a high degree of spatial heterogeneity, this het
erogeneity has been observed previously in studies documenting the
variability of Antarctic sediment sources using 40Ar/39Ar ages and bulk
< 63 μm Sm/Nd isotopes (Roy et al., 2007; Simões Pereira et al., 2018).
This observed systematic variability is in agreement with known major
geological events that characterise Antarctica’s bedrock. Broadly the
geology of Antarctica is naturally divided into East and West Antarctic
domains, East Antarctica is a complex Precambrian craton comprising
Archean terrains separated by Proterozoic units, while West Antarctica
is characterised through abundant late Mesozoic-Cenozoic intrusive
volcanic rocks around Palaeozoic and Mesozoic crust (Roy et al., 2007).
In our continental εNd representation here, the most unradiogenic values
occur across East Antarctica, with a general signal around -20 within
predominantly Proterozoic and Archean crust, the most unradiogenic
signal of -38 is found within the Archean units of Enderby Land.
Radiogenic values around -5 are found in West Antarctica, representing
younger crustal ages of Mesozoic and Cenozoic rock, with the most
radiogenic signal in this region (+5) occurring within Cenozoic and
extrusive volcanic rocks on the Antarctic Peninsula. Intermediate values
occur in our characterisation of continental and marginal rocks sur
rounding the Weddell Sea (-14) and the Ross Sea (-8). In these regions,
there is a degree of variability among Holocene marine sediments
(ranging -10 to +2 (detrital fraction) and -28 to -11 (in decarbonated
and detrital fractions) within the Weddell Sea and Ross Sea respec
tively), which is important, because they are the main sample types used
to characterise these regions. In the Weddell Sea, this variability likely
represents detrital contributions from proximal rocks off the Antarctic
Peninsula (in the absence of continental samples, the nearest marine
sediments (detrital fraction) to these rocks range from -6 to +1), and
bordering crust from East Antarctica (nearby marine sediments (detrital
fraction) to the continents range -15 to -10). In the Ross Sea, the vari
ability likely reflects detrital inputs from the bordering continental crust
of East Antarctica (-15 to -6 in bulk rock samples) and West Antarctica
(-9 within bulk rock samples).
3.2. Seafloor εNd representation
Consistent with the distribution of continental εNd, the most unra
diogenic sediment in our seafloor compilation (summarised in Fig. 3b) is
found in the northernmost North Atlantic sector, specifically in Baffin
Bay, the Hudson Bay and the Labrador Sea, where εNd values range from
approximately -28 to -25, reflecting deep-sea detrital input from sur
rounding unradiogenic continental crust. Similarly, but at the opposite
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end of the scale, more radiogenic εNd of +3 to +7 is observed in the
ocean sediment surrounding Iceland as a result of detrital input from
recent volcanism. Further south and away from the coast, our interpo
lation produces a generally more moderate signal of -13 to -11 εNd in the
Atlantic Ocean sediments. The Gulf of Mexico/Caribbean Sea contain
some of the more radiogenic sediments (-10 to -9), but otherwise in the
open Atlantic, there is a slight gradient from more unradiogenic values
in the northwest to more radiogenic values approaching the Southern
Ocean and Namibia/South Africa in the southeast. However, we note
that the deep Atlantic Ocean is the most data sparse region in our
database, especially in the open South Atlantic. Further data acquisition
in this area could alter our results.
The Mediterranean region is data rich, due to the detailed wealth of
published observations gathered by Blanchet (2019) in addition to
detrital measurements accompanying the data presented by Tachikawa
et al. (2017). The Mediterranean Sea is mainly characterised by an
unradiogenic sediment signal of -11, consistent with the majority of
observations here, with an exception being in the east of the basin,
located north of Egypt, at the mouth of the Nile River. Here, multiple
observations range from -5 to -2 and the area is broadly characterised by
an εNd signal of -3. These higher values trace the delivery of radiogenic
sediments by the Nile Rivers to the Eastern Mediterranean from Ceno
zoic volcanic plateaus of the Ethiopian Highlands (Fielding et al., 2017).
The Mediterranean Sea communicates with the eastern North Atlantic
via the Strait of Gibraltar, with Mediterranean Outflow Water believed
to be an important modulator of the North Atlantic salt budget (Tachi
kawa et al., 2004; Voelker et al., 2006). This water mass forms season
ally in the east of the basin, where an εNd gradient towards more
radiogenic values occurs, and is thus an important feature for under
standing the sediment-water interaction on the εNd of Mediterranean
Outflow and Atlantic Surface Water in the Mediterranean (Ayache et al.,
2016; Tachikawa et al., 2004).
In the Indian Ocean, as already described in Section 3.1, unradio
genic detrital sediment is sourced by chemical weathering in the Hi
malayan system transported to the oceans via the Ganges-Brahmaputra
Rivers (Lupker et al., 2013), and provides a localised source of -14 in the
Bay of Bengal, a similar signal also persists close to the western coast of
India. Notwithstanding, most of the Indian Ocean away from the con
tinents is characterised by a more intermediate signal ranging from -9 to
-7. In proximity to the western coast of Australia, the εNd of clay size
sediment fractions range from -22 to -8, a result of erosional supply off
adjacent landmasses and surface hydrography, with the most unradio
genic (decarbonated) detrital sample (-22) off Cape Basin reflecting
riverine input of weathered Archean rock from the Pilbara Craton
(Ehlert et al., 2011). Overall, the seafloor sediment in this region is
characterised by an εNd of -21 due to the transport of weathered finegrain material from coastal Proterozoic and Archean regions of north
west and west Australia, by the southward flowing Leeuwin Current,
which is the dominant poleward near-coastal current in this region
(Ehlert et al., 2011).
Much more radiogenic signals (+4) are observed surrounding
Indonesia and the Philippines, reflecting detrital input derived from
surrounding radiogenic Cenozoic units forming the Indonesian Archi
pelago, particularly arc, hotspot volcanics and oceanic plateaux in
eastern Indonesia (in particular, the Ontong Java Plateau), and further
detrital input from the Philippine Islands, one of the main sources of
deep-sea sediment in the west Philippine Sea (Hall, 2002; Zhang et al.,
2020). Radiogenic signals (+6) are observed locally in the Arabian Sea
of the Indian Ocean surrounding the Maldives, caused by detrital input
from the Maldives and surrounding basalts underlying the atolls, which
formed in the Mesozoic Era (Gischler, 2006). In the western and northcentral Pacific, aeolian dust from Asia, the second largest dust source
area on Earth, contributes significant terrigenous material to the sea
floor (Han et al., 2011; Nakai et al., 1993), providing an εNd signal of
approximately -10. On the other hand, eastern Equatorial and South
Pacific sediments are more radiogenic, ranging from -6 to -4 in the deep

ocean, with more radiogenic signals observed closer to the continents
and on the circum-Pacific ring of fire.
For the high latitudes, in the Arctic Ocean, away from the continental
margins, the seafloor has an εNd of -12, consistent with the majority of
detrital observations here. In the basin of the Chukchi Sea, εNd is -7,
influenced here by terrigenous detrital input from north-eastern Siberia,
input from the Yukon River via Bering Strait inflow and from the
Mackenzie River Basin containing input from the Canadian Shelf (Asa
hara et al., 2012; Haley and Polyak, 2013). Surrounding the western
edge of the broad Eurasian shelf and Svalbard seafloor sediment εNd is
-10, whereas north of Greenland εNd is characterised by a more unra
diogenic signal of -20, resultant from detrital input from surrounding
continental sources (Maccali et al., 2013). The Nordic Seas have a pre
dominant εNd signal ranging from -13 to -11, with a less negative signal
(-6) observed in ocean sediment within the Irminger Basin, associated
with detrital input from mafic source rock from Iceland and Western
Greenland (Stichel et al., 2020). Based on the available data, we char
acterise much of the Southern Ocean seafloor εNd to have a relatively
intermediate signature (typically -8 to -5), but with more unradiogenic
values of -12 proximal to East Antarctic shorelines and more radiogenic
values of around -4 surrounding West Antarctica.
4. Discussion
4.1. Combined representation of the εNd signal at the sediment-water
interface
In this study, we have presented an updated compilation of current
measurements of a range of possible sources of Nd isotopes to the ocean,
and we have used this new synthesis to produce a spatially continuous
dataset of seafloor and continental margin εNd. In so doing, we provide
suitable data products to facilitate a step-change in our ability to address
outstanding questions concerning marine Nd cycling (e.g. through new
conceptual or three-dimensional ocean modelling) and a methodology
for reproducing/adapting our results.
The possible existence of a benthic flux of Nd to overlying waters, or
simply a less spatially constrained boundary exchange at the sedimentwater interface than has previously been adopted in most modelling
studies (Arsouze et al., 2009; Arsouze et al., 2007; Gu et al., 2019;
Rempfer et al., 2011) brings forth the requirement for global mapping of
seafloor εNd. We undertook this exercise, utilising all of the available
data that we are aware of at the time of writing to produce our final,
spatially continuous distribution (Fig. 3b). However, we acknowledge
that we may have missed some sites, and we hope that when spotted,
others will contribute these to the continually evolving database first
published by Blanchet (2019) (see Data Availability). There are most
certainly underrepresented regions in our compilation of measurements
– notably, huge swathes of the open Atlantic Ocean, deep Pacific, and
southern Indian Ocean – which we hope may become better represented
in time (notwithstanding the practical difficulties associated with very
deep ocean sampling), thus enabling a more thorough capturing of the
spatial distribution of seafloor εNd. Furthermore, as research continues,
it may become more practical to further filter the available data to use
only the most suitable sediment sources (ultimately, pore waters or
specifying precisely the labile Nd fractions; see discussion in Section
2.3.1, above). Nonetheless, it is a testament to the hard work of the wide
research community that so many observations do already exist,
enabling us to produce our best estimate of seafloor εNd from these data.
The final step is to bring the two data products together, and Fig. 4
shows our combination of the continental margin and seafloor εNd dis
tributions. This dataset can be considered to be our best estimate of the
global distribution of εNd at the entire sediment-water interface to date.
To produce this final characterisation of global seafloor sediment εNd
distributions, we used the continental εNd map extrapolated to where
sediment thickness ≥ 1000 m, and the remaining sediment regions are
represented using the seafloor εNd map. The signal varies spatially, but in
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Fig. 4. Nd-isotope signature of the global sediment-water interface, showing the combination of the seafloor εNd and the continental margin εNd maps. This final
characterisation of global εNd distributions at the sediment-ocean interface uses the continental εNd map extrapolated to where sediment thickness ≥ 1000 m, and the
remaining sediment regions are represented using the seafloor εNd map.

very general terms, the North Atlantic provides an unradiogenic signal,
intermediate values occur in the Indian and Southern Oceans, and the
most radiogenic values occur in the Eastern Equatorial Pacific, Southern
Pacific and circum-Pacific ring of fire.

enabled a more data constrained representation of continental εNd (see
Supplementary Fig. S6).
Broadly in comparison to Jeandel et al. (2007), the new continental
εNd map is more radiogenic in the Arctic Shield, Northern Eurasia, South
America, north-eastern Africa and Antarctica, and has more unradio
genic values over southern Greenland, north-eastern Europe, western
and eastern Africa and parts of the Americas. Jeandel et al. (2007) noted
that in the previous εNd representation, certain regions were data limited
and so broad estimations had to be made, for example continental rock
in Alaska, northern Eurasia, Pakistan, Cameroon, Somalia and Brazil. In
Fig. 6, we show the new continental εNd representation in regions where
we consider a higher number of observations have improved the char
acterisation of εNd relative to Jeandel et al. (2007), as explained in more
detail below, with a particular focus on regions considered important for
deep-water formation and thus potential εNd labelling of water masses
by continental erosion.
Newly compiled observations around the Arctic within this study
(Fig. 6a) have led to a more detailed representation of the continental

4.2. Comparison with previous compilation of continental margin εNd
Fig. 5 shows the difference in εNd between the previous, seminal map
of continental εNd produced by Jeandel et al. (2007) and the new dis
tribution presented here. With positive [negative] values showing re
gions where our newer εNd representation has a more radiogenic
[unradiogenic] signal compared with the previous map. In this section,
we discuss key updates to the original continental εNd map, addressing
improvements and further illustrating regions where data limitation
causes outstanding uncertainty. Overall, our updated compilation has
vastly increased the number of suitable continental εNd observations and
also improved the spatial coverage of εNd observations, with an extra
855 samples in addition of those used in Jeandel et al. (2007). This has

Fig. 5. Difference in ε-units between the continuous representation of continental εNd presented in this study and the previous map produced by Jeandel et al.
(2007). Positive [negative] values show regions where our newer εNd interpolation has a more radiogenic [unradiogenic] signal compared with the previous map; no
data regions are coloured dark grey (land) and light grey (ocean).
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Fig. 6. Regional analysis of the new continental εNd map, with particular focus on regions important for deep-water formation and thus potential εNd labelling of
water masses by continental erosion. The displayed regions have reduced uncertainty in the characterisation of εNd relative to the original maps produced by Jeandel
et al. (2007; not shown) in large part due to an increased number of observations. (a) The polar Arctic region, (b) Antarctica, and (c) the North Atlantic, overlain by
the discrete εNd measurements used in the interpolation presented here and also indicating the three broad sample types included in the new compilation: river
sediment (triangles), Holocene marine sediments (circles), and geological outcrops (squares). For further context, an equivalent version for the new complete εNd
representation of the sediment-ocean interface (i.e. including the whole ocean floor), both from the seafloor-only data and from combining the seafloor and con
tinental interpolations based on sediment thickness (see Section 4.1), is provided in Supplementary Fig. S7.

εNd in the new map. This was a particular region of uncertainty in

of data has enabled a better constrained characterisation of the εNd of
Antarctica. However, there still remains data scarcity around Ronne Ice
Shelf in the Weddell Sea, and so our representation of εNd is more un
certain here. In comparison to the Antarctic εNd presented by Jeandel
et al. (2007), the Antarctic Peninsula, the Ross Sea and the Weddell Sea
are much more radiogenic in our interpolation of measured εNd; +5, -8
and -14 respectively as opposed to the previous more homogenous es
timate of -23. East Antarctica remains unradiogenic with values around
-20, and the most unradiogenic signal (-38) occurs in the Archean Napier
Complex of Enderby Land, East Antarctica.
Antarctic Bottom Water εNd measured close to the Antarctic shelf is
believed to be influenced by marginal sediment inputs, evidenced by
increased [Nd] closer to the continent. Lambelet et al. (2018) found
seawater measurements in proximity to the Antarctic coast also display
spatial heterogeneity, carrying Nd isotope fingerprints that are charac
teristic of their formation area and consistent with the heterogenous εNd
signal presented in our continental representation. In this study, Adélie
Land Bottom Water samples were found to reflect unradiogenic εNd of
surface sediments collected around East Antarctica, particularly detrital
measurements from the Adélie Craton (-20). Ross Sea Bottom Water

Jeandel et al. (2007), especially across northern Alaska and northeastern Eurasia where there were previously no observations. These
areas now have a multitude of continental measurements and the region
is characterised by a more radiogenic signal than was previously esti
mated, with the signal from northern Alaska updated from -29 to -15 and
north-eastern Eurasia from -14 to -12. The additional seafloor εNd map
adds further previously uncharacterised detail to the region, utilising
additional marine detrital samples from seafloor sediment in the Arctic
(shown Supplementary Fig. S7a). Here, the Arctic seafloor sedimentwater interface is broadly characterised by an εNd of -12, with more
unradiogenic marginal values (-20) north of the Canadian Shield and
northern Greenland.
A large contrast and increased spatial detail occur in the Antarctic
region (Fig. 5), driven by the greater number of observations now
available (Supplementary Fig. S6). Fig. 6b highlights the improved data
density and coverage of observations, particularly in East Antarctica
(notably around Prydz Bay and Enderby Land), Victoria Land, the Ross
Ice Shelf and the Antarctic Peninsula (especially to the west of the
peninsula, surrounding the Bellingshausen Sea). Enhanced availability
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reflected the radiogenic fingerprint of West Antarctic lithologies, with
detrital measurements ranging from -6 to +2 and newly formed Weddell
Sea Bottom water was influenced by unradiogenic inputs from old
continental crust in the East Antarctic part of the Weddell Embayment.
This better constrained representation of Antarctic and Southern
Ocean εNd may be an important update for understanding εNd cycling in
the ocean, especially if these data are used as boundary conditions for
Nd-isotope models. The updates from our compilation and interpolation
are particularly useful because the formation of modern Antarctic Bot
tom Water (AABW), which is a key component of the global oceanic
overturning circulation, forms predominantly in the Ross and Weddell
Seas and around the much more unradiogenic East Antarctic margin
from the Adélie Coast to Prydz Bay. Thus, here, the εNd signal from the
continents and seafloor sediment may exert a strong influence on
seawater εNd provinciality, as pointed out by Lambelet et al. (2018).
Furthermore, the strength and location of the boundaries of the Ant
arctic Circumpolar Current (ACC) are important parameters for under
standing the role of the Southern Ocean in global climate change
(Hemming et al., 2007). For example, it has been suggested that glacial
stratification and/or variations in sea-ice cover in the circum-Antarctic
may play an important role in glacial variations in atmospheric pCO2
(Sigman et al., 2004; Stephens and Keeling, 2000). In this context,
northward displacement of the westerlies during glacial periods may
have caused reduced ventilation of deep waters around the perimeter of
Antarctica, possibly resulting in an important feedback loop for glacialinterglacial pCO2 changes (Toggweiler et al., 2006). This may be the
kind of circulation shift that will be easier to discern with an accurate
and precise map of εNd sources, helping to identify possible glacial
northward shifts of the ACC major frontal boundaries, for example.
Moreover, the evolution of grounded ice delivering large quantities of
eroded sediment to the ocean may also be easier to interpret with wellcharacterised continental εNd, shedding light on local-regional glacial
dynamics. Although, it will always be challenging to determine the Nd
(or other) characteristics of currently subglacial source material. In any
case, further constraints on how sediment-water Nd interactions coupled
with advection by Southern Ocean currents determine seawater εNd
distributions, and how these may vary under modern/interglacial and
glacial weathering regimes (including the ability to relate measured εNd
to seawater exposure time, and hence estimate possible deep storage in a
highly stratified ocean), can assist in reaching an improved under
standing of fundamental climate dynamics on glacial-interglacial
timescales.
The important regulating role of the Atlantic Meridional Overturning
Circulation (AMOC) on the global climate means that it is the focus of
numerous Nd isotope studies aiming to reconstruct changes in Atlantic
Ocean water mass mixing during the recent (and more distal) geological
past, utilising geological archives (e.g. Howe et al., 2017; Lippold et al.,
2016; Piotrowski et al., 2012; Roberts et al., 2010) and through Nd
isotope-enabled climate modelling (e.g. Arsouze et al., 2010; Arsouze
et al., 2008; Pöppelmeier et al., 2020b; Rempfer et al., 2012). The North
Atlantic is thus an important region to characterise well, and in the new
εNd representation, there are a number of moderate updates (Fig. 5).
Namely, continental rock to the north of Baffin Bay in north-western
Greenland and further in southern Greenland generally has a more
unradiogenic representation of -34, compared to -30 in Jeandel et al.
(2007). Continental crust surrounding the south and east of the Hudson
Bay remain mostly unchanged. However, rock to the north of the bay
overall has a more radiogenic signal than previously estimated, the
unradiogenic signal here has been changed from -27 to -23 within
continental crust directly in contact with seawater here. Over northern
Europe, Iceland now has a more radiogenic signal of +7 compared to
0 in the earlier map, but much of the continental crust in north-western
Europe and in addition north-western Africa that is directly in contact
with seawater remains largely unchanged.
The discrete εNd measurements interpolated to produce the conti
nental map in the north-western Atlantic (shown in detail in Fig. 6c)

were mainly the same as used in Jeandel et al. (2007) (not shown here,
see Supplementary Fig. S6), with a limited addition of samples added to
the north of Baffin Bay and Greenland. However, in producing the novel
complementary seafloor map, additional marine detrital samples were
collected in this important region (Supplementary Fig. S7c), adding
greater spatial representation of observations and thus additional con
straints in the Labrador Sea and the North Atlantic Ocean to improve our
overall characterisation of the sediment-water interface here. Again,
these changes may be important when modelling water mass mixing or
interpreting εNd data in terms of ocean water provenance, the Labrador
and Nordic Seas are known sites of North Atlantic Deep Water forma
tion, thus northern-sourced waters in the Atlantic likely obtain their εNd
signature from weathering of this continental crust and interaction with
seafloor sediment (e.g. Stichel et al., 2020).
A marked increase in observations throughout eastern and southern
Europe (particularly the Mediterranean region), and much of the African
continent has been achieved (Supplementary Fig. S6), which has directly
addressed previous regions of data sparsity in the former compilation by
Jeandel et al. (2007). For example, our new compilation includes river
sediment measurements taken from the Sanaga Basin in Cameroon
bordering the South Atlantic (Weldeab et al., 2011), an area which was
previously absent of observations. Nonetheless, notable regions of data
sparsity persist in our compilation, and thus there remains some sig
nificant uncertainty in our continental εNd characterisation in those
areas, which include eastern Africa (notably Somalia), Oman, Pakistan,
western India and eastern Brazil. It is advised that in these regions, users
consider this data limitation and uncertainty in εNd when applying/
interpreting results.
In summary, our new continental map has incorporated an extensive
and up-to-date compilation of published εNd observations. It has
considerably improved upon the previous version, primarily through a
vast increase in the number and spatial coverage of εNd observations and
directly addressing key regions of data scarcity. This now allows for
more accurate and data-constrained interpretations of εNd measure
ments, both in terms of Nd cycling and for use as a water provenance and
weathering tracer.
4.3. Improvements to previously utilised seafloor εNd distribution
Du et al. (2020) noted some inaccuracies of previous model schemes
for margin εNd boundary conditions that represented a simplified char
acterisation of seafloor εNd distributions produced by linearly extrapo
lating the data presented by Jeandel et al. (2007). In some locales, this
technique did not appropriately capture the distribution suggested by
core-top detrital measurements, for example extrapolating observations
from southeast Greenland to a wider geographical area yielded
extremely unradiogenic εNd (-35) in the Irminger Sea where core-top
measurements suggested a much more radiogenic signal (-5). Adopt
ing a similar linear extrapolation approach, adding in further constraints
by Blanchet (2019), Pöppelmeier et al. (2020b) imposed a global sea
floor sediment εNd map within a global Nd-isotope enabled model. This
was done to explore the possible role of a benthic flux in accurately
simulating global marine εNd and [Nd], and investigating regionally
elevated benthic fluxes in the Northwest Atlantic to test how localised
inputs of poorly weathered detrital material could explain the observed
early Holocene seawater εNd anomaly (Howe et al., 2017; Lippold et al.,
2016; Pöppelmeier et al., 2020a; Pöppelmeier et al., 2019). Through
inclusion of a benthic flux, Pöppelmeier et al. (2020b) found an
improved global modern model-data fit for [Nd] was produced relative
to previous schemes, as well as an equivalent level of skill in predicting
seawater εNd compared to previous studies.
With the addition of over 3,500 extra observations to the initial Nd
compilation by Blanchet (2019), including an additional 842 relevant
Holocene samples than utilised in this most recent study from
Pöppelmeier et al. (2020b), we have vastly increased the number and
the spatial coverage of appropriate observations in order to characterise
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the εNd of the entire sediment-water interface. This particularly includes
the addition of more distal seafloor detrital observations, notably
covering the eastern North Atlantic, Central Pacific, northern Indian
Ocean and the Southern Ocean (Fig. 1). As a result, we have overcome,
or at least greatly limited the occurrence of extrapolation biases high
lighted in previous model boundary conditions within our new, detailed
and constrained seafloor εNd maps. Furthermore, in producing a broadly
representative global seafloor εNd distribution, under the consideration
of margin-seafloor continuity and inclusion/application of state-of-theart knowledge within our methodology (though acknowledging the
limitations of persistent data scarcity), we have improved markedly
upon earlier work. For example, our seafloor εNd representation in the
Irminger Sea is -6, which is more consistent with local core-top obser
vations and representative of radiogenic detrital input from the Iceland
hotspot. The unradiogenic signal of -23 and -33 associated with Prote
rozoic and Archean crust respectively in southeastern Greenland, which
has previously been extrapolated out to the Irminger Sea, is now con
strained to coastal margins. Furthermore, in the seafloor sediment
boundary conditions presented by Pöppelmeier et al. (2020b), extrap
olation of observations from the Antarctic into the deep South Pacific
Ocean give it a very unradiogenic signal of -20, whereas our more
radiogenic characterisation of -6 εNd is more consistent with detrital
observations and with the geology of this area (i.e. proximity to the East
Pacific Rise). We were able to achieve this improvement by refining the
spatial variability around Antarctica compared to earlier work using a
larger compilation (as discussed Section 4.2) and by including addi
tional marine detrital observations in the South Pacific.
The presented seafloor εNd maps therefore provide a considerable
improvement upon previous simplified linear extrapolation methods.
Our key ambition in this regard is to enable users ease of access to
appropriate boundary conditions and thus to facilitate future improved
model εNd representation. By doing so, we hope to have empowered the
community to progress our understanding of sediment-water interaction
of Nd and further to build upon this established database, incorporating
further understanding of the sediment εNd distributions and its role in
governing the Nd characteristics of seawater.

further regional elevated sources from poorly chemically weathered
material, and/or (iii) estimating the non-conservative sedimentary
processes and the validity of such schemes in producing realistic modern
εNd and [Nd] distributions. Our new maps additionally enable sensitivity
tests in models to explore how physical changes to the strength and
structure of ocean circulation impact marine εNd and [Nd] under a
bottom-up model of marine Nd cycling. Such investigations would un
doubtedly provide useful information towards constraining marine Nd
budgets, which is essential for robust interpretation and continued
application of Nd isotopes as a useful tracer of ocean circulation.
The modern North Pacific represents a key location for testing the
benthic flux hypothesis, and thus an important region for modelling
applications since the first benthic flux measurements from Abbott et al.
(2015b) were taken on the Pacific margin, providing direct evidence for
a sedimentary Nd source here. Further, under modern sluggish circula
tion in the deep Pacific, and alongside detrital input of labile volcanic
material into the region, we believe it is an important region to test the
potential relabelling of bottom water masses by a benthic flux, and could
even be suitable to explore the use of εNd as a kinematic tracer. Our
seafloor sediment εNd distribution presented here now enables more
detailed exploration within the Pacific, and thus may enable a new
perspective on what could be considered a previously overlooked, but
potentially important region for understanding global marine Nd
cycling. Further, although not a modern region of deep water formation,
the North Pacific may have been a significant contributor to global
overturning at times in the past (e.g. Hague et al., 2012; Rae et al.,
2014), here conceptual studies could be used to explore changes in εNd
distributions as a result of enhanced convection and the presence of
Pacific Deep Water formation. These could provide a context for how
sedimentary controls govern seawater εNd under various idealised
palaeo reconstructions of circulation states, it must be noted, however,
that utilising the global sediment εNd maps presented here for such ex
periments would be limited by the assumption of stable sedimentary Nd
fluxes through time (e.g. not accounting for changes in sedimentation
rates and/or distribution of detrital sediment). Regardless, such studies
would provide an important first step towards quantifying the potential
overprinting affect that a benthic flux may have on bottom waters under
various circulation regimes.
The seafloor εNd maps presented here also create the opportunity to
test further hypotheses related to constraining particle-seawater inter
action in marine Nd-cycling. Haley et al. (2017) suggested that a large
difficulty in resolving the Nd paradox could be a result of undue
emphasis placed on reversible scavenging, with the mass transfer
required via vertical water column processes being implausible to
explain fully the observed [Nd] increases with depth. The sediment εNd
distributions presented here would enable global sensitivity experiments
to utilise these maps, in conjunction with the comprehensive nature of
GEOTRACES seawater Nd sampling, to constrain further both water
column and sedimentary processes that govern marine Nd.
Further applications could also involve testing the role of a benthic
flux on seawater εNd in the North Atlantic under different circulation
regimes. Under the benthic flux hypothesis the limited expression of
non-conservative behaviour in the modern North Atlantic has been
attributed not to a lack of sedimentary source, but as a result of a short
benthic flux exposure time relative to high ventilation rates (Du et al.,
2020; Haley et al., 2017). This behaviour cannot always be assumed,
particularly during times when the AMOC was believed to be much
weaker in the recent geological past (McManus et al., 2004). As such,
idealised studies, for example analysing Atlantic end member εNd under
a current (high ventilation) and also a reduced AMOC state, would
provide valuable information on how benthic flux exposure times may
influence seawater εNd, useful especially for interpreting palaeoceano
graphic εNd records.
The high-resolution (0.5 ◦ × 0.5◦ ) gridded maps of the continental
and seafloor detrital εNd are provided in Supplementary Dataset S1 and
S2, the maps are also available in vector format, and so can be accessed

4.4. Modelling applications and future work
We envisage that one of the major applications of our new εNd dis
tributions will be for designing/implementing the boundary conditions
required for Nd-isotope models. Such models could range in complexity
from relatively simple box-models to full complexity general circulation
models. What all have in common, is the need for pre-defined Nd
sources. With the emergent (but still debated) benthic flux hypothesis,
future models will require knowledge of the εNd of seafloor sediment to
be able to constrain a benthic flux and model the non-conservative
processes involved in marine Nd cycling.
The new datasets presented in this study are therefore useful for
further modelling applications like the research undertaken by
Pöppelmeier et al. (2020b) in exploring sedimentary Nd sources. For
example, they can be used to examine the nature and magnitude/rate of
a benthic flux, and to produce quantitative estimates of a global benthic
Nd flux into seawater. Our work will facilitate the community to build
upon previous modelling efforts (Arsouze et al., 2009; Gu et al., 2019;
Pöppelmeier et al., 2020b; Siddall et al., 2008) and explicitly, quanti
tatively test the range of proposed major sources, sinks and internal
cycling mechanisms that govern modern marine Nd distributions. In this
way, our new maps, which span the whole ocean-sediment interface, can
be employed to examine current paradigms in Nd cycling, including the
geographical and geochemical extent of sediment-ocean Nd in
teractions, and additionally may be used to better estimate Nd ocean
residence time. Specifically, it will be more straightforward to system
atically explore the sensitivity of εNd and [Nd] to different benthic
source parameterisations and distributions. This could be achieved, for
example, by (i) examining a range of sediment fluxes, (ii) exploring
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at different spatial resolutions to suit specific user applications. These
observations thus form the basis of exploring the benthic flux hypothesis
in numerical models in order to understand and quantify its potential
role in controlling the marine distribution of Nd isotopes, working to
wards solving the ‘Nd paradox’. These data products have been designed
to facilitate more modelling and sensitivity studies, with a future aim of
coordinating a Nd isotope enabled model intercomparison study.
In closing, appropriate to current understanding of sedimentary Nd
sources, we chose to represent the dominant εNd signal using lithology
and sediment types to inform the origin, age distribution and environ
ment of sediment particles in contact with the ocean, as a first order
approach to quantifying the sediment reactive Nd signal. The applica
tion of such a method in this work is supported by results from Du et al.
(2020), who used a conceptual model to relate the non-conservative εNd
to published core-top detrital sediment, finding that these two charac
teristics are well correlated globally. Nonetheless, there still remains
uncertainty regarding sediment-water exchange of Nd, especially an
incomplete understanding of the controls on dissolved εNd distribution
in the deep ocean (Wilson et al., 2013), and with particular regard to
assessing the main reactive Nd phases in the sediment, which ultimately
interact the most with the overlying water column. To narrow down or
eliminate these uncertainties, detailed further analyses of global sedi
ment compositions, inputs, transport history, ageing, mineral chemistry,
local pore water chemistry and redox state are required (Abbott, 2019;
Abbott et al., 2019; Wilson et al., 2013). Such additional research would
better inform the work we have undertaken and could be used to refine
our proposed εNd distributions, assuming there are a sufficient number of
available εNd measurements from the identified reactive phases. In such
a case, it would be useful to perform sensitivity studies on both the
regional distribution of εNd arrived at by interpolating different selec
tions of sediment types and reactive phases, and on numerically pre
dicted water column εNd achieved by utilising those different
distributions as model inputs. The compilation and data products pre
sented here do not seek to estimate the reactive sedimentary Nd phases,
and we have avoided making complex assumptions about how such
phases may behave differently. However, by highlighting this discus
sion, and visualising the distribution of seafloor εNd surmised from
currently available data, our work draws attention to current gaps in the
observational record and their potential effect on our collective
perspective of sedimentary Nd sources to the ocean. Moreover, we hope
this will pave the way towards reaching a better understanding of the
lability of Nd in deep sea sediment as well as its role in marine Nd
cycling and continue the application of εNd as a valuable tool for
palaeoceanographic reconstruction.

circulation speed, detrital sediment composition and magnitude of
sedimentary inputs under modern and recent (i.e. Quaternary) palae
oceanographic reconstructions. All of this offers a concrete way forward
to improve the application of Nd isotopes as a useful tracer of water
provenance and mixing, and potentially also as a kinematic tracer of
ocean circulation. Future work may aid more rigorous, process-based
corrections to evolve this tool. Specifically, once Nd sediment-water
interactions within under-studied oceanic regions and sediment types
have been more widely analysed, this work will lead to a better under
standing of the mechanisms of sediment composition on upward Nd
fluxes into seawater.
Data availability
The presented database of εNd measurements, along with our global,
gridded datasets and all input files for reproducing the maps are avail
able at: https://doi.org/10.5518/928. The εNd database will also be
made publicly available on the GFZ data repository (https://datase
rvices.gfz-potsdam.de/panmetaworks/showshort.php?id=escido
c:4094893). Please contact Cécile Blanchet (blanchet@gfz-potsdam.de)
for additional data. In addition to the εNd data, the input files include the
Continental Geological Base Map, as used by Jeandel et al. (2007),
which was an earlier version obtained from http://pyroxene.ens.fr/spip
labocnrs/spip.php?rubrique67; GlobSed: Global Sediment Thickness
Map (currently also available from http://earthdynamics.org/dat
a/GlobSed); and the Seafloor Lithology Map (currently available from
ftp://ftp.earthbyte.org/papers/Dutkiewicz_etal_seafloor_lithology/).
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The important role of sediment-water interaction in governing
oceanic Nd sources and sinks is widely accepted. However, the detail of
these processes remain some of the least understood aspects of marine
Nd cycling. The updated compilation of published and new sedimentary
εNd measurements from the continental margins and deep ocean pre
sented here build upon the work of Jeandel et al. (2007), extending the
remit of the previous study to include measurements from pore waters
and deep seafloor detrital samples in order to improve the characteri
sation of global εNd distributions at the entire sediment-ocean interface.
Thus, our new continuous, global, gridded datasets provide the oppor
tunity to explore the non-conservative sedimentary processes that con
trol global Nd cycling. Our results are especially designed for
investigating marine Nd cycling, particularly to aid in constraining the
magnitude and εNd from sediment-water interaction and constrain how
this influences the distribution of marine εNd. The maps can be used in
the implementation of Nd isotopes in numerical models to perform
sensitivity and palaeo-experiments, enabling the explicit simulation and
quantification of non-conservative sedimentary Nd sources (e.g. testing
of a possible benthic flux) and examining the relationship between
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Supplementary data to this article can be found online at https://doi.
org/10.1016/j.chemgeo.2021.120119.
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